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Editorial
Thanks to those who contributed articles for this issue and while I have your ears please do not feel
intimidated about putting fingers to the keys, I will edit where I can, I mean as best I can. Just a plea though
to make my life easier, if you are going to put photos in use the method of „Insert Picture from File‟ and then
re-size to fit, rather than cutting and pasting what may have been photos with very big file sizes, I mean into
the MB‟s, 100 to 200 kB pictures are just fine as they get shrunk anyway. Otherwise what ends to happen is
I end up with humongously large files that lock up my average PC and just makes the job too hard. Check
the file size before emailing if it is into multiple MB‟s it is too big and probably has pasted pics. Also the font
I will be have been using is Arial of pitch 11, so if you can send in that I will be happy.
On the last page Leon Jacobs of Foamworks has a for sale ad for ASP marine motors, hang on!! I was told
they are not produced anymore. Leon is not sure about that but he is getting his from a shop in China. While
these are not world beaters they are very dependable units, well ok some of us may have had bother but
wait a mo‟, just buy two so you have a spare (run in of course) in your toolbox, one of those spares you will
never need just because you have it, get the picture? Seriously though they may not make RPM but they do
make TORQUE!! so put one in an Offshore and put a big prop on it, how often do you need full power
anyway to race offshore, it is reliability you need to just keep going. The torque means you can throttle up
and down faster than a hot racing motor, and that hot racing motor can‟t use full revs in the rough anyway,
well not for long. They are miserly on fuel too, well maybe not like petrols, about 3 litres (of no nitro) an hour
for a 91 or 20 min uses a just a litre, half what a CMB will need.
How is that for a plug Leon? No, I am not on commission.

Secretary Notes
AGM Report – still waiting. Maybe next issue.

Subscriptions
These are now overdue and include a plea from our Treasurer and Secretary to follow the instructions on
the APPLICATION FORM at the rear. This is not just about getting the $ in the bank it is also about ensuring
that our records of members details are kept up to date and it will make the jobs of those that administer the
business of the NZMPBA on a voluntary basis a pleasure rather than a hassle. At worst we may end up
with your $ and no record of it against your name, and this has been happening.

Presidents Report October 2010
Well here we all are then! As you‟ve no doubt heard by now Steve Trott has resigned his presidency to
attend to some pressing issues in the part of his life that isn‟t Model Power Boating. Therefore, the job of
leading the association to the next AGM therefore falls to the Vice President, yours truly.
Being president of this association through the last 2 ½ years has been no mean feat. When Steve took
over, the association was for all intents and purposes, in the doldrums; a Nationals hadn‟t been held for
some time and membership had declined to less than 60 members. Club activity had waned to the point of
being almost nothing and some clubs had ceased to exist. During Steve‟s time as president, he was
fundamental in kicking off the Central Club, then went on to get the Bay of Plenty club set up.
Since that time, we‟ve had 3 national Championships, 2 in the North Island and 1 in the South Island, and
the next event promises to be a ripper in Blenheim during Easter, 2011.
He was also responsible for dragging us into the 20th century with the construction of the Integrated Regatta
Management System (IRMS) that made it‟s debut at this Years Nats at Hamilton. The plan was to have the
system fully complete for testing at regattas earlier in the year so all the bugs could be ironed out by the
Nats. Well that was the plan anyway. Unfortunately circumstances being what they were, that couldn‟t
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happen, so IRMS made it‟s debut on the first day of the nats and performed almost faultlessly for the full
weekend of racing. I say almost, because all was good, until we came to print out the place cards, and it
was a no go. The printer wouldn‟t talk to the laptop so, yup Steve sat there for the next 3 hours hand writing
place cards. I think we may have set the record for latest ever prize giving, which finally got underway about
10:30pm. The cool thing is that IRMS has shown itself to be quite the tool for regatta management. There‟s
one or two limitations but they should be relatively easily solved with a bit more programming. But the
framework is there for a really good system going forward and we can also incorporate transponders a later
date, to finally get ourselves into the 21st century.
It was also Steve that initiated the closure of what had been a somewhat acrimonious gap between the
Scale Unlimited Hydroplane Association (SUHA) and the NZMPBA, this work started with Graham Doggett
and continued with current SUHA president Jason Lester.
While all this was happening Steve continued to compete at every level he could, the offshore series, SUHA
Highpoints, nationals and almost anything else going. Taking out the offshore series for 2009 and taking out
second place in this year‟s SUHA 1/8th scale Hi-points series narrowly missing first place by a few hundred
points despite missing the February round due to the passing of his Dad.
So thanks Steve, you‟ve done an awesome amount for the sport over the last 2 ½ years and I‟d say that
progress has probably come with quite a price tag from a personal perspective. But we as an association
are better for it and truly grateful for your efforts.
Regretfully I also have to announce that Jason Lester has stood down from his position on the NZMPBA
committee. Jase is secretary of the Manukau Model Power Boat Club, President of SUHA and decided it
was all too much and something had to go. Also regrettably his departure was preceded with, what can only
be described as, an unfortunate exchange on the NZMPBA forum which really wasn‟t a good look for all
involved. But having said that a lot of good stuff came out and at the risk of a the old tried and true cliché,
we should all be a bit better off for it, unfortunately without Jase on the committee. All the best Jase and
hopefully we‟ll see you at the next SUHA event in Hamilton.
So onward and upwards. A man would have to have rocks in his head to try and follow that act at the same
pace. So my focus for the next 8 months will be to increase our profile and get as many of New Zealand‟s
boaters as we can plugged into a club and some sort of racing. The second priority will be to formulate a
strategic plan for the association for the next 3-5 years.
Secondly the committee has also clarified the rules around what constitutes a sanctioned presidents cup
event. More detail is revealed elsewhere in the issue. In essence the Presidents cup is a reflection of both
participation and achievement throughout out the year leading up to and including the nationals. You put the
effort into attending, you get better at racing, and you get rewarded for your achievement. To have an event
recognised as a sanctioned presidents cup event on the NZMPBA calendar is easy. Clubs are requested to
advise the NZMPBA secretary, during September and October of each year, that they want their events
sanctioned in the NZMPBA calendar The Committee then considers the applications and publishes the
following year‟s event calendar in December of each year. It would be awesome to see every club host at
least one event per year.
So in case you missed it, it‟s now October so now‟s your chance to let us know if you‟re holding an event
next year and if you want it included as a sanction event just drop a note to our secretary, Andrew O‟Neill
and we‟ll do our best to make it fit.
The next thing we have agreed to do is to publish a club calendar where all club race days are published on
the Club calendar as sanctioned NZMPBA race days. Note that the club races days do not qualify for
president cup points. But this system ensures that club race days are covered by NZMPBA public liability
insurance as long as those racing are NZMPBA members. If they‟re not card carrying members then they‟re
not covered. This approach saves clubs having to incorporate so they can get public liability insurance. As
you‟re all probably aware incorporation comes with a heap of accounting and reporting obligations and also
requires clubs to have at least 15 members, which is something that not a lot of clubs have the luxury of. So
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get your Club secretary to send the dates of your club running days through so they can be out on our club
calendar. If they change for some reason, just send us an update.
We‟ve decided to “pimp” the website, or give it a makeover whatever way you like to look at it. It‟s the first
thing that people see when they looking to find out about Model Power Boat activity in New Zealand. So
we‟re looking for ideas of what people want our website to, look and feel like, what do we want people to
really know about Model Power boating in New Zealand. Take a look at the NZMPBA forum for the
discussion thread for website ideas and let us know what you want to see? I wanted to have this part of the
process complete by September 30th so we can get a spec together for somebody to then develop our new
website that will hopefully be up by Christmas. But we‟re running a bit late, so you‟ve still got time if you
have an idea to contribute.
I‟m hoping we can start getting a Propshaft out every couple of months with a Pressie report, club updates
and some regatta reports. We really need your help. So if you have anything at all going on in your club just
drop a note of about 200 words (that„s not very much) to our Prop shaft editor. The next prop shaft deadline
will be the end of November and you‟ll see a Christmas edition about the first or second week of December,
it will include the newly introduced club reviews and regatta reports for at least 3 regattas that will occur
between now and then.
Finally, Our 2011 Regatta is at Blenheim next year, and we‟re all very organised and have attached the
entry form to the back of this edition of the Propshaft. Please get your entries in before Christmas, although
you‟ll note that entries don‟t close until Monday March 28th, but if you get it in before Christmas you‟ll have
one less thing to forget during your New Years Celebrations. It will also help our committee to know who‟s
coming and what they‟re racing then we can get the schedule sorted earlier and spend a bit more time
prepping our own boats.
So that‟s if for this edition, keep your engines running and your lines tight and we‟ll catch up again soon.
Cheers
Bob

Queens Birthday Regatta 2010
By Nitro Ned
I have been involved in running this regatta at the diversion for about 18 years now and entry wise this was
the biggest yet with 21 boaters turning out for day 1. Of those 3 were from up north so it is showing us that
boating is getting strong in the South Island. With this in
mind a big Nationals is on the card for 2011. This large
entry shows some issues that will need to be addresses
for next year particularly with the speed section of the
challenge. It is difficult to get a time recorded for
everyone for the challenge as well as those wanting to
claim records. Thankfully my partner Marie recorded all
the speed results for us as I worked them out to speed
things up.
Another issue that became noticeable was the reliability
of some setups. We lost a lot of time retrieving boats that
had stopped doing speed runs then needed to wait for
rescue wakes to settle before another hydro could run.
Maybe we now need to concentrate our efforts on getting
more reliability with our setups so things will run
smoother.
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We still managed to nail some more records to keep the record book ticking along. The first one to tumble
was the Open electric where Wayne McNaught (Elvis) put 7km on his 1994 record to a new mark of
49.264kmh. We all reckon it is capable of 70 plus but a speed controller issue would shut it down to about ½
power during the run. He used a predator hull with a KB45-08XL swinging a Prather 220 prop. The next
record to go was the 87db Open Deep Vee record and Matt Gay put 54kmh on this record to a new mark of
86.486kmh using a Phantom hull and RCMK engine with an ABC 2814/3 prop. Glen O‟Donnell ran a B
hydro next and here we finally saw Barry Jessop‟s 1983 record of 122.86 bettered to 126.316kmh using an
owned designed rigger CMB45RS engine and his own prop. New Member Scott McCreanor and also Glen
Barker had both broken the P2 hydro record but both had back-ups outside the required tolerance so they
tossed a coin to see who would run first and Glen won so ran thru to back-up his 99.379kmh run with a
99.242kmh back-up using a Stryker hull QD25 engine and an ABC 67/17 prop. Scott then ran and did
104.121kmh with a Back-up of 102.200kmh to claim that record. He used a Whiplash hydro, Quickdraw
engine and Voodoo prop.
We got into a situation where we had to prioritise those wanting runs to qualify for the Radio Marlborough
Challenge and with a big entry there was pressure to get on with the anti clockwise matrix racing. We had
12 heats to get thru with 6 boats in each. It makes for some interesting racing with Cats, Deep-vees and
hydros running the wrong way to normal against monos and the results showed with Herman Lerms and
tony Belle featuring in the results. Tony Rutledge took it out with his twin 65vrm‟ed hydro but he admitted it
was not easy with so many boats in each heat. It was almost dark when we finished. We all waited to see
what the morning would bring as the weather forecast was not brilliant.

SUNDAY
Our worst fears were realised when we awoke to pouring rain. I loaded my Rally ezi-up into the Ute and set
it up over the driving stand Dale had a makeshift gazebo as well as Malc and Gav Jamieson had theirs.
Many piked out because of the rain however 10 hardy souls turned up to race and we were able to fit them
all under cover for starting and racing. 6 got right
thru the oval section of the trophy with Tony again
mastering the conditions followed by Malc
Jamieson in second with a petrol deep-vee and
Matt Gay with another petrol in 3rd.
6 contested the 10 lapper with 4 finishing. We all
elected to abandon ourselves to the warm
fireplace at the Grovetown Hotel to work results
and make the presentation. Matt having scored
big on the speed section and then being
consistent won the trophy for the second time with
Tony Rutledge second and Malc Jamieson 3rd.
Next year is looking like another big year for this
popular event and hopefully we will see more
North Islanders here.
A Happy Matt with Tony and Cameron
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Radio Marlborough challenge score sheet

NAME

PART
1

PART
2

1093.995

501.25

PART
3

PART
4

T0TAL

PLACE

1595.245

7th

Todd Rissman
Scott Mc Creanor
Regan Stillwell

2723.111

492

580.64

700

4495.751

1st

Tony Rutledge

819.072

624.98

887.5

1000

3331.552

2nd

Elvis

1166.840

1166.840

11th

Ant Schroder

779.472

779.472

16th

Duncan Atkinson

883.304

452.52

1492.054

8th

Gavin Jamieson

837.824

162.3

1000.124

14th

Daniel Steenhart

616.580

424.65

329.92

1371.15

9th

Herman Lerm

674.935

568.48

540.71

1784.125

6th

Tony Belle

724.055

541.15

1265.205

10th

Dale Matthews

841.438

496.45

1912.858

5th

Glen O‟Donnell

1028.113

1028.113

12th

Cameron Holdoway

958.813

2757.753

3rd

Glenn Barker

1015.729

1015.729

13th

Malcolm Jamieson

983.606

138.34

2760.416

4th

Grant Palmer

624.155

277.21

901.365

15th

Wayne Cooke

546.059

733.749

17th

Matt Gay
Bob Gay

359.25

156.23

574.97
539.69
838.47

900
800
187.69

Malcolm Russell

Hamilton 100 Offshore 2010 Round 2
By Matt Bindon – HMPC.NZ@gmail.com
Photos courtesy of Paul Bretherton
Saturday the 26th of June was overcast and cold however, the water was flat and the rain managed to hold
off until the end of the day. Spots of rain were felt during the prize giving before a quick exit to warmer and
dryer surroundings. Heavier rain during the preceding days and nights had left the grounds around the
Hamilton Lake saturated. Gumboots were a must and walking on the wooden dock around the lake edge
was reserved for dare devils and the fool-hardy.
Eleven competitors from
Hamilton, Tauranga, and
Wellington
made
themselves
ready
for
100mins of offshore racing.
The format for the day was
two 20min heats followed by
a 60min race. The boat
which completed the most
combined laps would be
awarded first place. As the
results show, this year‟s
event was closely contested.
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All boats were scrutineered and divided into classes before the first heat started consisting mainly of
cigarette hulls with ASP 61 motors. This hull and motor combination would end up dominating the day‟s
racing. All three final podium positions were won by this type of boat. It goes to show that having a fast boat
in these events is not always a guarantee of a top placing.
Unfortunately for Steve Trott and Paul Bretherton who had
made an extra effort to travel to this event, motor breakages
in the very early stages left them contemplating the next
round to be held in Taupo.
The next competitor to succumb to bad luck (or bad driving)
was Bob Gutsell – driving Big Red. After T-boning the rescue
boat during his first heat, he was black-flagged. This caused
him to be off the water for a period of not less than 20 race
minutes. This also left the rescue boat driver, Barry Kemps
with a story to tell as the impact was heard from the pits. For
the remainder of the first heat and for about the first ten minutes of the second heat Bob could only look on
as fellow competitors clocked
up laps. This, plus a shaft failure
in the final race left Big Red out
of the overall placing.
With water conditions flat and
windless for the entire event the
faster petrol-powered boats
should
have
cleaned
up
however, gear failures gave the
less powerful smaller boats the opening they needed to place well. Dale Hopkins‟ petrol powered boat
managed only 15 laps due to shaft failure on several different occasions. Two repairs to his boat were
made at the lake, while a further two were
repaired at home between races. Dale‟s
misfortune was compounded, as this failure has
not happened on tune up weekends. It seems
smooth water conditions also shine on C1s.
A big thanks to non-running club members Barry
Kemps, Darcy Baker and Damian Baker who gave
their time to set up the course and man the rescue
boats. Thanks also to behind-the-scenes
members who helped with entries and planning
including programming (IRMS).

Andrew Meek’s boat after an encounter with Tony
Christiansen’s on the last lap of the day.

Congratulations to Leon Jacobs for his overall win by one lap over Andrew Meek. This was a great
achievement considering Leon‟s father Ian Jacobs also drove the same boat in the class 1 heats. He
stepped aside to give Leon the drive in the final combined 60min race.
The Hamilton Model Powerboat Club looks forward to seeing you all and those that couldn‟t make it to this
event at the Taupo 100 on the 28th of August.
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Overall results, combining laps from the two 20min heats & the 60min race.
1st
Leon Jacobs
Class2
160 laps
nd
2
Andrew Meek
Class2
159 laps
3rd
Matt Bindon
Class2
152 laps
th
4
Tony Christian
Class1
146 laps
5th
Bob Gutsell
Class1
106 laps
th
6
Ian Jacobs
Class2
50 laps
th
7
Jae Taylor
Class1
26 laps
8th
Dale Hopkins
Class1
15 laps
th
9
Steve Trott
Class2
11 laps
th
10
Graeme DePina
Class1
4 laps
11th
Paul Bretherton
Class2
0 laps
Class 1 Nitro C2 (Disc/drum induction, rear exhaust) up to and including P2 petrol.
Class 2, from 0.35 –C1 (Crank induction, side exhaust 0.61 ci.)
Contact us at hmpc.nz@gmail.com
……and it stayed this calm all day

Taupo 100 Offshore
Round 3 of the NZMPBA Offshore Series -Hosted by Hamilton Model Power Boat
Club
August 28th 2010
By close of entries we had no less than 19
entries for the event and picked up 2 more late
entries as the week prior to the event
progressed. With a confirmed entry list of 21
entries, the event was going to exceed our
previous best by 3 entries and was promising to
be bigger than Elvis, and it was confirmed that
yes, even Elvis would be in attendance. (more
on Elvis later, although princess Di and Michael
Jackson were to be conspicuous by their
absence .
And so it was on the brisk Saturday morning
that was to be August 28th, the day of the 3rd
annual Taupo 100 RC Offshore Powerboat
race. A day of reckoning for the 21 racers
arriving from all parts of the North Island,
including a hoard of 7 to become known as the
“Army of the South” hailing from Wellington.
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It was also to be the 3rd outing of the Integrated
Race Management System, and it would also be
the largest field the system had needed to
manage. Another test of the system‟s capability,
and everybody‟s patience!
Registration and scrutineering duly started at 9:00
and followed by the driver‟s brief at 9:30 and
concluded with 10 minutes practice time
separately for the Petrol boats and C1/C2 boats.
Due to the size of the field, it was decided to split
the field into 3 sections for the first round of heats.
The intention was to minimise the carnage that
normally results from everybody coming to grips
with the first 20 minutes on the water. Normally
there‟s a bit of attrition that narrows the field down
after the first round that means the second round
of 20 minute heats can be run in two rounds and
sometime the final 60 minutes can be an all in
final.
So after the first round of heats we had
experienced very little attribution but did have a bit
of a balls up in that we only had two sets of
number boards which need to be fitted to the
boats as per the new racing rules that were
implemented after this years NZMPBA AGM. Only
trouble is we didn‟t tell anybody about the new
rule! So for the first round we had people
scribbling numbers on boards with felt tips and all
sorts of shenanigans. Not a biggie really, but it did
give a few people something to mumble about on
an otherwise perfect day.
The first round of heats were run in exceptional
conditions, glassy with the odd bigger than usual
ripple to the less wary amongst us. but still on
what had been a fairly large course, 20 laps was
the most completed by Paul Bretherton, with
myself and Steve Trott 2nd equal on 19 laps. Oh
how things were to change…
The field was reconfigured into 2 groups for the
second round of heats which combined nicely with
a bit more breeze coming from the north and a
chop of up to 30 cm started coming at us from the north. Which made for even more interesting conditions.
The more reliable boats still ran in the high 10‟s while the rest of the field struggled with various issues.
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By the end of round two, the leader board had
changed considerably, Pieter Lokum and Peter
Collier managed to bang out a healthy 20 laps each,
Dean Harris racked a nice and respectable 15 laps
with Steve Trott and Tony Christianson running up
12 laps for third place in the second round.
Meanwhile the rest of the field seemed troubled by
the change in conditions with most not even being
able to run double figures for a lap count.
Lunch was staged after the second round with a
good feed of Soft drinks, Snags, bread onions and
sauce along with hot coffee for those who needed it.
A huge thanks Kerry and Tania for providing and
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cooking the food. Following lunch
everybody was set to go again, we
stayed in the groups we had set for
round 2 and we settled in for 2 more
hours of hard out endurance racing.
Carnage wise, all had been well until the
final heat when a wicked sun glare all
but obliterated vision on the left side of
the course. Driving into this area was
akin to the Bermuda triangle, you just set
your boat on a path into it and hoped it
came out the other-side! I for one
definitely had the nerve wracking
experience of “driving” someone else‟s
boat out of the “zone”, while my own
boat continued merrily heading off
literally into the sun set until I realised
what was happening.
Taupo 100 Overall placings
Name
Total
Laps

Placing

Peter Collier

89

1

Dean Harris

86

2

Steve Trott

80

3

Pieter Lokum
Nigel Wong
Andrew Meek
Leon Jacobs
Ian Jacobs
Tony Christian
Bob Gutsell
Paul Bretherton
Tony Kockott
Jeremy White
Graeme De Pina
Andrew O‟Neill
Dale Hopkins
Jae Taylor
Wayne McNaught
Birmy Korving
John Belworthy
Leigh Marsden
Matt Bindon
Kerry O‟Reilly

78
67
66
63
50
43
40
28
26
23
22
19
18
17
17
15
9
2
0
0

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
19
20
21
22
22

But it was during this time that a few boats had coming-togethers
in the “zone” which resulted in the odd flesh wound here and
there and kept the rescue boats very busy. Unfortunately Tony
Christensen lost the cowl of his Scarab as a result of one of
these incidents and despite a search of the area for the cowl is
was written off as a gone-burger.

The story continues, as we were packing up at the end of the
day, we observed a group of brightly coloured up right pool
noodles “swimming” into the middle of the lake from the other
end of the beach. The divers amongst us quickly identified the
pool noodles as safety sausages used by divers when diving
without a boat or flag. I remember quietly thinking to myself what
a shame they‟re so far away otherwise they could find Tony‟s
cowl. But alas there was no way of communicating with the divers and off we went to Kerry‟s place for a
night of beer, pizza‟s, fish & chips and to watch taped coverage of the year‟s full sized power boat racing.
So now for the happy ending, Kerry was contacted by the owners of the motel where the divers had been
staying. Unbelievably they HAD found Tony‟s cowl in 40 metres of very dark cold fresh water. Without doubt
Tony is now one very happy bunny.
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The third and final heat for the
day wouldName
sort the men from the
boys. While some struggled with
the Bermuda triangle and the rest
of us just managed to snap
defeat from the jaws of victory.
The heat was by Dean Harris
with the oh so mighty Hulk on 56
laps despite missing out on the
last 15 minutes of racing due to a
blown engine, closely followed by
Peter Collier with 51 laps and in
third place was Steve Trott with
49 laps.

NZMPBA Offshore Series Overall Points
Wellington

Hamilton

Taupo

Taurunga

Total

Points

Points

Points

Points

Points

Peter Collier

225

Steve Trott

300

Leon Jacobs*
Peter Lokum*

The following table shows points
accumulated for the series so far.
Points are allocated for the first
10 places using the NZMPBA
Scoring system of 400 points for
first place 300 for second etc.
each successive placing is 75%
of the points allocated for the
previous placing.
Points are allocated separately
for overall placing and class
placing and are available on
www.nzmpba.co.nz.

625

54

225

579

400

54

454

400

Andrew Meek

400
300

Dean Harris
Matt Bindon
Bob Gutsell

13

127

Pieter Lokum*
Matt Gay

96

396

300

300

225

Tony Christiansen *

As usual overall results for the
day favoured consistency and
Peter Collier took out overall
honours with a total of 89 laps,
Followed by Dean Harris with 86
laps, and Last years unbeatable
champion Steve trot bringing
home 3rd place with 80 laps.

400

225
30

170

169

169

169

169

169

Ian Jacobs

169
96

72

168

Nigel Wong

30

127

157

John Belworthy

127

1

128

Tony Rutlege

127

Dale Hopkins

10

72

5

87

Graeme De Pina

41

30

10

81

Warick Orsborn

72

Darrell Hansen

54

Paul Bretherton

23

Jae Taylor

17

Tony Kockett
Wayne McNaught

72
54
41

Tony Christiansen *
Jeremy White

127

13

Andrew O‟Neill
Brain Anderson

5

Ian Godfrey

5

Leigh Marsden

3

Craig Oram

3

Birmy Korving

23

46

3

44

41

41

13

30

17

17

4

17

7

7
5
5

1

3
2

Leon Jacobs*

4

2
0

* Means they have switched boats
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R/C Power Boat World Championships 2010.
This year the Naviga World Champs were held in Hungary. The
venue was at a place called Gyopárosfürdő, just outside the
town of Orosháza. It was a holiday complex with mineral and
spa baths. Tony and I (stupidly) only discovered the advantages
of the spas and massages on the last day. An hours massage
cost just $18.00. Spas and baths were included in the price of
the Champs.
There were 31 countries and a total of 384 registered
participants at this year‟s Champs. Most countries run a series
of eliminations and only the very best boaters go to make up
their teams. Each country is allowed three competitors per
class, extra competitors are allocated to counties that made the
finals and places in the previous competition. Keeping everyone happy is not an easy task but the
Hungarian Team were very organised and ran a well managed event. The people at the resort and in the
local village were very friendly and because everything ran smoothly there was a very good and positive
atmosphere for the duration of the competition.

Tony putting the boats back together

The hot pit area and driver stand

The competition is held over two weeks, 28th July to 8th August, the first being
dedicated to Hydro‟s and Offshore and the second to Multi Boats. Like every
other association worldwide there are arguments for and against splitting the
Hydro‟s and Multi boats continually. The positive being that once you have raced
the one class the boats can be put away and then you have the next class to
concentrate on. The disadvantages are that if something goes wrong there is not
enough time to fix your boat.
We arrived here on Monday 26th July, which
was a bit of a waste as we had come a couple
of days early so we could put the boats
together and get some practice. One of the
disadvantages of travelling so far and flying is
that the boats have to be stripped, engines
cleaned and carried in a plastic container.
Everything else gets bounced round on the 30 hours travelling and
needless to say there is always something that does not withstand the
journey. Anyway we discovered we were not allowed to practicee until we
had registered the boats.
Tuesday first thing we went off to register. This entails the boats being scrutinised to make sure everything
is legal and in the rules. Beside, the obvious, the judges also checked that the transponders were within
25cm from the back of the boat and the numbers on the hydros were on the tub not the sponsons. Radios
are also checked and all Boats and radios are given a stamp. You can take a spare boat that also has to be
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checked at registration. For those of us that fly in you have to decide what boats to actually take so there is
absolutely no space for a complete spare boat.
Once we had been checked we were able to go and practice.
The practice lake was dreadful, you are on the water for a
couple of minutes and everything starts to pit and turn white. It
probably had some superb healing properties but nothing that
was good for making boats go faster. Normally there are dozens
of people pushing each other for a place to practice but this time
the lake was empty and only the absolute desperate were there.
We were the desperate, there is no way you can put a boat
together in a foreign environment and think it is just going to go
especially in temperatures of 35 degrees. The practice lake
typical of the Hungarian organisation had a tent complete with
bar for something to eat and drink.
On
the
evening
of
registration day we had the
traditional opening parade,
with all the pomp and
ceremony which is a lot of
fun to get into the swing of
the World Champs.
There was a big brass band
along with drum majorettes
and then followed by the
teams from all the different
countries.
It is quite a buzz to walk along
with the local village out asking for
autographs and cheering the
parade on. This certainly gets you
into a World Champ mood.

Hydro Racing at the Worlds is similar to NZ. There are three classes, 3.5cc, 7.5cc and 15cc. There are
eight riggers in each heat and you do four heats over two days and then the top eight boats go into the final.
A clock with lights is used for the count down. I thought our system was way better but then Tony pointed
out to me it is because there are so many
different languages and instead of the boats starting everyone would be looking around asking each other
for translations of what number we were on.
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We could not get the 21 Rigger going at all and it was
not until after the first days racing that Tony noticed
fuel seeping through the carb and even though we
changed the O-Ring which sorted the problem the
density of the practice water did not give us a true
reflection of how it was going, which wasn‟t good at
all.
The 45 Rigger was sort of going but it took Tony all 4
racers to stop being so nervous, racing with so many
other boats and calm down to finishing his last race
3rd. This doesn‟t help in the long run but we were very
excited none the less.

Offshore racing is four heats eight minutes long,
this is done, like ours, clockwise around an oval
course. You can drop one heat and the other three are totalled and the top ten go into the 12 minute final.
The first 3 places have their engines measured to make
sure they are totally legal and then once verified the winner
gets thrown into the water along with their boat, this was
the junior hydro‟s race
In the middle
of the two
weeks we had
the Hydro and
Offshore Prize
giving along
with a dinner.
The food offered at the dinner is traditional from the country
that is hosting the Worlds, so we had a good Hungarian feast
along with a shot of something that almost killed me. We were
also treated to a show of Belly dancing.
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Another problem with the split of Hydro/off shore one week and then Multi‟s the next is that some
competitors miss out on the parade and there are also extra days needed for registration for the multi boats.
A lot more people and teams arrived. We also attended the section meeting where amendments to the rules
are discussed. A major change is the inclusion of the 26cc petrol class in the next world champs in all the
events including hydro.
The Argentineans who are a great brunch of guys got there only
for the second week. Like us they attend every World Champs but
their team is growing bigger every time. Countries that travel far
are Argentina, NZ, Australia, China, Hong Kong, and the USA
The weather was in the thirties and by then we were looking very
healthy with good tans. It only rained and thundered one
afternoon that affected the racing for an hour, so we were all lucky
that the weather was obliging.

Multi Boat racing is very different to the oval
racing we do here in New Zealand. There is
a two minute preparation time when you
can start your engine and get a chance to
check everything is working, then it is
hands off and as soon as the start siren goes, boats are started and
launched immediately off the jetty. The excitement of this type of racing is
the speed around an M course and with a dozen other boats competing with
you it requires good driving skill and a lot of concentrating. Each driver has
two heats twenty minute heats, the top twelve go into a half an hour final.
The competition is so close that although Tony got 52 Laps in his 7.5 Multi
heat which was only 4 off the first place this only put him in 34th place which
is far off qualifying for the finals.

As always we have enjoyed our selves, learnt
a lot and everyone is always pleased to see
NZ makes the effort to attend from so far
away. Steve Whenham from the British team
pitted for Tony. We are from a different
country and everyone has their own boats
and races to worry about but there they are helping us and others. Frank
Werner from the German team brought us a cart, battery and starter for us to use, also out of kindness.

Bobo, from Hong Kong and Fredrick Cederburg from Sweden getting thrown
in after their places were announced.

We have great friends that we unfortunately only get to see every couple of
years, the experience of being part of such a diverse international event which isn‟t duplicated anywhere
else in the world is unsurpassable and it is just great to be a team amongst thirty odd other countries.
Even though the travelling time and distance is enough to put us off we are already planning on being here
in 2012 and every year we wish we could go in a New Zealand team and now that the 26cc class has been
included in the Worlds, come on guys, how about 2012.
Kim
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Twenty Five Years of the Wellington Offshore
By Peter Collier
It is hard to believe that 2011 will see the WMPBC hosting 25th running of the Wellington Offshore Regatta.
A quick recap on the events of the last 40 years of New Zealand boating and that encompasses the life of
the NZMMA Inc 1970 to the 1990 name change to NZMPBA, many annual events such as the
Marlborough‟s Rothmans Challenge in the late 1960‟s started earlier but no longer are contested and sadly
the Nationals first contested in 1975 have skipped a couple of years. So to the present, and the Wellington
Offshore is now the longest continuously running boat race in NZ, and now we look forward to the next 25
years.
In the beginning in 1987 following the formation of the WMPBC our inaugural president Rudy van Vlerken
following his passion for offshore racing was the driving force in holding the first race. What a day that race
was, run in Wellington harbour at the ferry terminal site in brilliantly fine weather with a good out of town
contingent to make up the numbers. The racing was challenging as it was to prove into the future, but the
conditions served up on that first day were to be bested or worsted depending on your viewpoint many
times. Hey it is not called windy Wellington for nothing, and racing a boat there is different to anywhere else.
In 1987 the first ever overall winner was Tony Rutledge a feat he has repeated on a few more occasions
making him the most successful competitor with five wins and he is still running the same boat in 2010, but
more on that later. The style of racing that wins in this race has always been to survive in the first instance
and that pretty much takes care of the rest of it. John Belworthy ran the rescue boat that day as he did for
quite a few years before we convinced him to build an offshore boat of his own. Poor guy was too crook or
tired to attend the after race party that night. Not surprising the waves were so high that the rescue boat and
John disappeared from view at times, not to mention our boats.
George Brickell deservedly took out the second event in the most atrocious north-west wind conditions so
strong was the wind that the course was set up around the corner from the usual venue in the bay by the
motorway closer to the ferry terminal. That weekend was the same one cyclone Bola was wreaking havoc
further north so we weren‟t imagining the wind.
Tony prevailed again in 1989 with a dominant performance in much improved race conditions, well at least
compared with the year before.
Into the 90‟s and by this stage the event was gaining popularity with a South Island contingent making the
trip in 1990. Kerry Vercoe with his conservative driving style had a reliable and faultless run running out the
victor. We had a visitor that year in the form of a 2 m shark that was lazily swimming in the shallows just of
the beach, Keith Belworthy made a hero of himself wading into the water grapping it by the tail and pulling it
up the beach. It was then we could see that it was not very well and had several holes in it from being shot
or eaten by sea lice.
Neil Plumpton was becoming a force on the NZ scene and had the first of his three wins in 1991 and Peter
Hook from Palmerston North picked up the top award in 1992. Greg Clarkson having moved to Wellington
and won in1993 followed by Tony again in 1994, by this time the dominance of the Rutledge Cigarette hull
and OS61FSR was apparent with the majority of victories going to this combination. Around this time we
had a visit the Police launch. Steve Kent from Palmerston North had a runaway boat heading out towards
Point Halswell next stop Cook Strait. Steve contacted the police who were quite amused by his predicament
and obliged by sending the Police launch to find and return his boat. The police were impressed to see us
wearing life jackets in the rescue boat and this was before the law required it.
The latter half of the 1990‟s saw reliable running by Richard Bullock, Wayne McNaught and Alan Lundberg
gained their first time wins in typically trying Wellington conditions. Old Maestro Tony Rutledge showed how
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it was done in 1998 in relatively calm conditions. Neil Plumpton ran in back to back wins either side of the
turn of the century.
The race in 2001 was one to forget, rough water was of course a prime ingredient but other factors were to
contribute. An innovation to assist with the rescue boat operation seemed like a good idea, this was a
plywood platform with boat racks forward of the middle seat for carriage of dead boats back to shore and
with two occupants one to operate the outboard motor and one to pick up boats it was a slick operation.
Seemed to work well for the first two rounds of heats but then maybe it was the water was getting marginally
rougher or the outboard operator was a bit heavier after the bbq lunch,
Past winners
regardless of the reason water began to lap over the transom slowly at first
1987 Tony Rutledge
increasing to a torrent and to the amusement of the drivers and pit crew
1988 George Brickell
onshore the rapidly swamping rescue boat brought a halt to that heat.
1989 Tony Rutledge
Fortunately the smaller rescue boat with a single occupant and motor was
able to tow the stricken craft and occupants to shore. First task was to dry out
1990 Kerry Vercoe
the wet outboard motor and Jeff „Bungle‟ Weake an outboard motor mechanic
1991 Neil Plumpton
took charge with drying out instructions. “Remove the spark plugs, disconnect
1992 Peter Hook
the coil, flush with petrol and pull it over,” yeah right. The petrol ignited, “quick
1993 Greg Clarkson
throw it back in the water”, the process is then repeated to get a running motor
1994 Tony Rutledge
and dry it out on the back of the boat. Meanwhile out on the water the smaller
1995 Richard Bullock
rescue boat skippered by Mark Graham was solely taking care of duties, a
1996 Wayne McNaught
sharp turning maneuver and the 2 HP motor rotates off the transom and he is
left holding it by the handle and very soon just the handgrip as the outboard
1997 Alan Lundberg
slips out and down to the watery depths. Well after all of that it did not take
1998 Tony Rutledge
much convincing that with only two rounds of racing completed by about 3 pm
1999 Neil Plumpton
abandoning further racing and adjourning to the pub seemed like a good idea
2000 Neil Plumpton
with the days racing left as a NO RESULT.
2001 not awarded
2002 Tony Rutledge
The following year was business as usual with Tony Rutledge chalking up yet
2003 Peter Collier
another win. Peter Collier after years of trying succeeded in 2003 and 2004
2004 Peter Collier
with much credit going to pitman Pieter Lokum, who basically spent the entire
day telling Peter to slow down and it worked reversing the scenario of the
2005 Daryl Christiansen
years before of hare-like driving and too much off the water time. In what was
2006 Peter Collier
to be the last event held at the ferry terminal site Daryl Christiansen was
2007 Daryl Christiansen
victorious in 2005.
2008 Christian Hoff
2009 Darrel Hansen
The first event at the new Seaview venue in 2006 was a new experience, the
2010 Pieter Lokum
pre race hype went along the lines of it being sheltered from all prevailing wind
2011 ??
directions except a narrow southerly quarter and that on numerous pre race
sorties it had never been seen to be rough, yeah right!!! Well come race day it started off calm enough and
racing proceeded through the heats, until the southerly sea breeze developed. After two rounds it had got
so rough that even memories of the worst days at the ferry terminal seemed moderate, the BBQ was lit up
and lunch consumed while options were considered. The consensus was to move to our Hutt River club day
site and continue the racing, one or two didn‟t agree and went home, but what an inspired decision it was.
The southerly made it just rough enough with the rolling sea blown upstream and a chicane to really create
an interesting cross-chop to trip up the go hard boys. Peter Collier combined a consistent score card from
the abandoned beach leg with a controlled run on the river without mishap to top score.
The second event at Seaview in 2007 saw the ever consistent and competitive Daryl Christiansen repeat his
2005 triumph, conditions were only a marginally better than the previous year without us resorting to the
backup venue. In 2008 Wayne McNaught offered the drive of his back up boat (C1 class) otherwise known
as „rent a wreck‟ to German exchange student Christian Hoff. This was a generous offer ably repaid by an
example of restrained, reliable and inspiring driving by Christian that would serve as a lesson to all of us and
having said that not surprisingly come the end of the day he had won. Wayne was heard to say he was
thinking he had driven the wrong boat, if only.
The following year the complexion of the race shifted a wee bit as Darrel Hansen and his psychedelic pink
and green 57” long Deep Vee powered by a CMB91 took a well deserved win in 2009. What was significant
about Darrel‟s victory was that it was achieved with a surface-drive boat the first ever to win in Wellington,
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after years of perseverance and being given the run around by the sub-surface boats this was a refreshing
victory. Gordon White also ran a surface-drive DV with an extended above surface drive that day, it was
quick but demanded it be driven rather just guided around the course. These events stimulated a bit of a
rethink for Peter Collier in particular and a new surface-drive boat was soon on the drawing board.
The 2010 event once again was run in very rough conditions and with a receding tide had its share of
dramas, hard running at the front by Steve Trott and Peter Collier was not quite good enough at the end of
the day and an almost unnoticed lesson of consistency by Pieter Lokum was what was required. Good to
see Pieter („slow down slow down‟) do it for himself after being the winning (and calming influence) pitman a
few times.
Offshore tunnels have never really enjoyed much success in Wellington, Steve Trott and Trevor Jones tried
to race with them in the first event in 1987, taking the odd dive. Others have tried, Joe Newall, Nigel Wong,
Brian Anderson and Paul Bretherton to name a few, maybe someone will succeed one day, but it will have
to be one of those rare never on race day calm days, yeah right!!
The most successful combination in the 24 events to date has been the Tony Rutledge designed Cigarette
hull with the trusty OS61FSR power and if it hasn‟t been a Cigarette hull then another 61 powered subsurface hull has done the business. But times are changing there are many combinations running that are
capable of wining this one and as always the essential ingredient is the driver, especially in the challenging
conditions that always go with this race.
Well 2011 will be the 25th running of the Wellington Offshore, a milestone worth celebrating. Plans are
underway to make next year‟s event a little more special, watch this space and the website for the race date
and further details as they become available.

Club News
Taranaki
Our club has been a bit stagnant the last few years with only 3 members. So we haven‟t been doing much.
We have held a few SUHA regattas, which have been really good, the numbers have been down, but that‟s
understandable in this day and age. So we are in the middle of re-building our club. We hold regular club
days on the first Sunday of each month. The last SUHA regatta we held here did us some justice and
managed to round up some old members due to local free radio advertising. So now we have two more and
one new one, so things are happening here in the Naki. We still need more members as 10 would be great,
just like old times when things ran smooth. We have a alterative course laid out for special events incase the
wind gets up (as it does sometimes in the naki ). The Club needs some sponsoring as we need money to
fund new projects. If anyone can help please don‟t hesitate to say something to us.
Also we will be having a new website up and running very very soon, which I hope will be great for us. We
are going to be running the handicap system with our old analogue clock, but we have a dead clock, that
has no fixable parts on it, so its time for a new system. If someone has got any ideas, please let us know
Regards Joel (Garner)

Bay of Plenty Model Powerboat Club.
August 2010
The Bay Club have been some what quiet for the last few months, seemingly never able to coordinate a
club day with any fine weather or other circumstances that shot many best made plans down.
By the time you read this, the club will have held its next AGM so will be interesting to see who has put their
hand up for some work !
Having suffered badly from a lack of any type of a venue where a full course could be set, it appears that
there are now 2 options looming. The first is a new lake built by IMF at Tauriko, the basic construction is
done but there is an amount of landscaping to finish as well as fill in a large temporary diversion drain, this
work was due to have been complete by now, but due to sluggish section sales then there has not been the
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budget to make that happen. The developer assures us that given another 12 months and all will be well,
while that sounds like a drag, in fact that time frame may help with regards the time needed by the
developer to fight off the requirement to completely plant the lake out with Rahau, this is for natural filtering
of the road run off, the developer however is not convinced this actually works and why wreck a perfectly
good stretch of water when there are other filtering systems available that would leave the lake free for
recreational use…only time will tell..
On another front, some time ago a full presentation was made to the TDC with regards what the ideal
permanent venue for the club would be, this has been taken on board quite seriously by the TDC and they
have another waterway that they are just doing the final design applications to that includes our practical
needs, the plans will be available shortly to view and if those are looking reasonable, then a site visit will be
the next step…so fingers crossed, in an ideal outcome we could end up with 2 venues !
More soon… Regs, TUI.

Wellington
Since the very successful Offshore 2 regatta held on the Hutt river in dead calm conditions the weather has
basically conspired against us. Offshore 3 in August was abandoned due to extreme weather, it is to be rerun on 3rd October. A group of seven of us descended on the Taupo Offshore 100 for a very enjoyable
weekend away, some bullshit and some racing, see reports elsewhere. The September club day was too
rough and windy for anything but the hardiest of us attempting to run. The WMPBC is in good heart having
developed an offshore bent as basically after 15 plus years we have realised that is about all we can run on
our water. The Palmerston North lake continues to be unavailable and interest in circuit racing of hydros and
flat water boats has disappeared into the mists of memory. It is actually working out ok as we focus on a
single class, albeit a fairly open one, where everyone is on the same footing and gets a fair crack at on the
water time.
Stop Press: The August Offshore was finally run on October 3rd, more later
Hamilton
This year has seen an increase in the number of organised events for the HMPBC, such as the Nationals at
Easter, the Hamilton and Taupo 100min Off-Shores, as well as monthly club race days. Some of the SUHA
rounds will also be run in Hamilton.
Membership has remained steady with most members running Off-Shore boats and/or Thunder boats.
Thunder boats appear to be the growth area within the club with many members ordering Damian‟s now
perfected hull.
Club race days on the first Saturday of the month, are building in momentum. There is no entry fee however
you have to be a current financial member of the NZMPBA. Currently, there are only two events on club
race days - Open Oval, and one 20min Off-Shore race. We hope to add more events as competitor numbers
grow.
Over the winter, members have been working on new boats with Barry Kemps running his new Scarab at
the August club day. Dale Hopkins has almost finished his 57inch Apache. Matt Bindon has finished his C2
Cigarette and has rebuilt his .67 K&B, which is mounted in Miss Exide a 1/8th scaled hydro.
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We are sure more members‟ boats will be dusted off for a trip down to the lake as the days become warmer
and longer. Keep an eye out for the next 100min Off-Shore race - to be held on Saturday the 27th of
November. To reach the club email: hmpc.nz@gmail.com.
Taupo
What can I say about the Taupo region? We have a great big lake and very little boaters. At one stage
Taupo had a very strong group of boaters, but change has sadly caused boating to diminish. For instance,
the lake that we used to use at Loafers Paradise was taken away from us due to a Waitangi claim. Also
allot of the founding members had moved away from the region.
Due to the population growth around the lakes edge, the council and governing bodies over time are making
it very hard to access the water for events. Another thing that has really changed is the over use of the lake.
It‟s very hard to get near any useable water in the summer due to swimmers, skiers and people fishing ect.
So then that really only gives us the winter months to do any boating, that it we haven‟t got the public
complaining about the noise.
In saying that we have managed to hold the Taupo leg of the Hamilton 100 offshore for the last 3 years.
In the last year or so an increase in the interest of model boating has improved, since a small model shop
has opened in town and is getting the word out there that there is a group of boaters in Taupo.
Regards
Kerry O‟Reilly
Wairarapa
Model power boats in the Wairarapa have a very long history. going back many years. In the past we have
had New Zealand nationals, class championships and inter island competition held on our local venue,
Henley Lake, Masterton.
At present power boats are part of our local club which also include rc yachts, and scale models. The larger
the club, more members, means more „clout‟ when dealing with local authorities. At the present we enjoy
excellent relations with the local council and our boating activities are part of the Regional Plan for the lake.
We do have to be conscious of other lake users, and the wildlife on the lake. Noise is one area we are
particularly conscious of and we adhere to the NZMPBA guidelines of 87Db.
Henley lake is situated on the eastern town boundary and is a popular recreational facility. As boaters we
enjoy large open water. We do have the annual problems of weed and algal bloom, though with the
introduction of carp into the lake, we have hopes of a better summer.
At present we have approx. 10 members with power boats and have between us have an impressive array
of boats including sports hydros, catamarans, monos, cracker boxes, shovel noses, F1 tunnels and fast
electric.
The club day is on Sunday afternoons (each week-weather permitting) but we can use the lake basically at
anytime as long as we don‟t abuse the privilege.
We have a cross section of experienced guys and newcomers. One of the challenges facing the club is
encouraging new members, and catering for the experienced members with fast boats and the newcomers
and others who are on limited budgets..
Like all clubs we have our personalities, and not everything is a ‟bed of roses‟ but we are a friendly club and
are willing to help each other and support new members.
The club is in a re-building phase at present and work is being done to organise races and events.
All visitors to the Wairarapa are welcome to join us. We are sure you will enjoy our company and excellent
facilities, and we can learn from your experience, and benefit from your input.
Any queries or inquiries please contact Wayne Mowbray, (06) 370 1670 (Club Captain)
Marlborough

Grahame Haines is reported to be actually running boats again, he deserves a fair crack at some time on
the water he sure has done his fair shall of event running in recent years.
Finally the Lobster boat is on the water as seen recently at Lake Rotoiti below.
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CENTRAL RC POWER BOAT CLUB
With Spring under way and the long awaited
Summer not far away we will be looking forward to
some great racing. We haven’t had much luck with
weather so far this season, only having one official
Race Day so far, but still had a good turnout
despite the rain and got some testing and practice
in. The Central Challenge is getting closer 23rd and
24th of October, with such a tight program the
Teams Race may get squeezed out to Monday
morning. Program and Entry Form will be sent out
shortly.
Malcolm and Damien
We held our AGM on the 4th July. The new Committee was elected,
President : Dean Harris,
Vice Pres / Club Captain : Andrew O’Neill,
Treasurer : Kerry O’Reilly,
Secretary : Kim Kockott,
Malcolm Miller, Damien Van Hussen and Mike Hagan.
PRESIDENT’S REPORT
Hi all,
First of I would like to say I have enjoyed my first term as President and are really pleased at
how the club is growing and coming along. A big thank you to the committee for their hard
work over the year especially to Kerry, Kim and Andrew for all their individual hard work they
have done and continue to do for the club.
There are a lot of things that they are all involved in behind the scenes that make the
running of our club easier and more enjoyable for the rest of us and for that they deserve
a huge thank you.
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We are a growing club and the water we race on has been secured for now by us and we
control it as long as the noise is kept under control and not abused.
We do also have another lake in this area up our sleeve which we ran on last month when
this lake was too rough and I think everyone enjoyed them selves over there. This year
we need to get our points series going again and get some print in to the Prop Shaft so
the rest of the country can see how good our club is.
Through the continuing dedicated efforts of many of the members, the club has
gathered various assets that simply make running the club days so much easier, getting
storage space in the Huntly Boating Club shed has been a good step forward also, we are
sourcing a key for the club rooms at the moment so we have access to the club rooms
this all adds up to making spending a day at the lake for a club day or even a number of
days while hosting a regatta just so much easier.
We already have people coming from as far as Masterton and Napier to race in our big
race meetings and we need to get other members of other clubs wanting to come from
other parts of NZ to race with us as well. I know everyone has work commitments, family
commitments but if we can all pitch in and make the days we race a success and
enjoyable for all then we will attract other members and our club will grow.
I look forward to seeing you all at many more club days in future.
Regards,
Dean Harris
CRCMPBC President
CENTRAL CLUB RACE DAY POINTS 2010.
Club Racing Points from July, start of Central
Club’s new season.
Class 1 Cat
1st Andrew O’Neill (Hellbent) 34pts
2nd Malcolm Miller (Sparky) 31pts
3rd Dean Harris (Demon) 30pts
4th Dale Hopkins (Jaffa) 0pts
Class 1 Mono
1st Dean Harris (Hulk) 38pts
2nd Damian Van Heusen (Hot Fuzz) 32pts
3rd Paul Lindberg (Apache) 29pts
4th Dale Hopkins (Mello) 12pts
Class 1 Hydro
1st Damian Van Heusen (Stryker) 38pts
2nd Dean Harris (Insane) 32pts
If you want to be on the CRCPBC e-mailing list for notification of upcoming events and race
days, please send your details to central_rc_boats@hotmail.com
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Bright Ideas –
Care of water cooling systems
Especially on ASP motors, blow excess water out or flush with fresh water first if run in salt water then flush
remaining water with kerosene, and even keep in jacket between runs with a piece of doubled over tube.
Helps prevent the steel screws from rusting.
Your ideas here? Tell us about them

NZMPBA 2010 Calendar of Events
Date
September 30
October 17
October 23 & 24
November 7
November 13 & 14
November 27
November 30

Event
National Hosting Applications Close
Picton Offshore
Central Challennge NI Champs
Wellington Offshore Round 4
Presidents Cup SUHA **Round 3
Tauranga 100 Offshore
Finalise 2011 Event Calendar

Venue
Picton
Huntly
Palm North or Hutt River
Palmerston North
Tauranga

For more up to date info and entry form downloads go to website www.nzmpba.co.nz

Note the November 30 date. Club Secretaries please send in your 2011 calendar events for inclusion.
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Application for New and Continuing Membership
NZMPBA #
Name:
Address:

Phone numbers
Home:
Work:
Mobile:
E-mail:
DOB / Age:
Occupation:
Preferred Frequency…………………. MHz Alternate Frequency………………………. MHz
Signed………………………………………..Date:………………………………….

Subscription Fee Structure
Senior Membership
Family Membership
Junior Membership
Full Time Student
Senior Citizen

(Financial year starts 1st January each year)

Full Rate $40.00
Full Rate for 1st Senior member, 50% of full rate for each other
family member living at the same address.
50% of full rate for upto 20 years of age.
50% of full rate.
50% of full rate for 65 + years of age.

Only one set of mail will be sent to a family group membership but each member will have an
individual registration / race number and have full voting rights.

First time / New memberships.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st July each year will only pay 50% of the
applicable rate above.
New membership subscriptions accepted on or after 1st October each year would be at the full
correct applicable rate BUT will also be valid to include the next full financial year.
Amount enclosed $
(cheque, cash, direct credit) delete as required. Please circle the
membership type you are joining under.
Return form and subs to:
NZMPBA Treasurer:
Kerry O‟Reilly
253B Taharepa Road
Taupo
Ph 07 3767524
Fax 07 3767525Email tanimoff@xtra.co.nz

Payment may be made by direct credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 00 instead of including with posted
form or emailed form. Be sure to include your name and note you are a new member or if an existing
member include NZMPBA race # to identify payee.
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New Zealand Model Powerboat Championships 2011
Incorporating the Thunder Down Under Club Challenge
Hosted by Marlborough Model Powerboat Club.
ARA Vineyard - Blenheim
Easter Weekend from Friday 22nd – Monday 25th April 2011.
Practice Times and Race Programme still to be confirmed.

Name:_____________________________ NZMPBA #:_______ Boat Club: ___________________
E-Mail:_______________________ Phone Number: HM
MOB
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________
Event

Frequency

Alternate
Frequency

Event

Frequency

A Mono Oval Heat

C Scale Hydro Oval Heat

B Mono Oval Heat

Sport 45 Hydro Oval Heat

C1 Mono Oval Heat

Sport 20 Hydro Oval Heat

C2 Mono Oval Heat

A Marathon Oval 20mins

P1 Mono Oval Heat

B Marathon Oval 20mins

P2 Mono Oval Heat

C1 Marathon Oval 20mins

P3 Mono Oval Heat

C2 Marathon Oval 20mins

A Tunnel Oval Heat

P1 Marathon Oval 20mins

B Tunnel Oval Heat

P2 Marathon Oval 20mins

C2 Tunnel Oval Heat

P3 Marathon Oval 20mins

P1 Tunnel Oval Heat

A Endurance Rev M 20mins

P2 Tunnel Oval Heat

B Endurance Rev M 20mins

P3 Tunnel Oval Heat

C1 Endurance Rev M 20mins

A Hydro Oval Heat

C2 Endurance Rev M 20mins

B Hydro Oval Heat

P1 Endurance Rev M 20mins

C2 Hydro Oval Heat

P2 Endurance Rev M 20mins

P1 Hydro Oval Heat

P3 Endurance Rev M 20mins

P2 Hydro Oval Heat

Open Oval Heat

P3 Hydro Oval Heat

N2 Offshore Oval Heat

Petrol Sport Hydro Oval Heat

N2 Hydro Oval Heat

Thunderboat T1 Oval Heat

Limited P Offshore Oval Heat

Thunderboat T2 Oval Heat

Limited P Hydro Oval Heat

Stock Cracker Box Oval Heat

Open Electric Oval Heat

Alternate
Frequency

Terms and Conditions
Mandatory Alternate Frequency does not apply to 2.4GHz radios.
All Oval and Marathon events will be run on the Oval course. Endurance course will be as per rule book i.e. 5
point anticlockwise.
Endurance and Marathon will consist of 1 x 20 minute heat each unless time allows 2 x 20 minute heats each.
All events will be run to NZMPBA Rules. Latest version of the rules as on website www.nzmpba.co.nz
All participants must be current financial members of the NZMPBA.
Entries Close Monday 28th March 2011 @ 10pm. (Late entries will incur an additional fee of $20.00
and may not necessarily be accepted).
Regatta Registration Fee
Event Fee ($2.00 per event)
Nationals Patch ( $18.00 each)
Total Payment must accompany entry, Cheques made to NZMPBA

$
$
$
NZ$

25.00
.00
.00
.00

Entries may be Posted or E-Mailed (no phone entries will be accepted)
Post: NZMPBA c\o- Andrew O Neill, 4/55 Whitford Rd, Howick, Auckland 2014.
Email: nzmpba@hotmail.com (also to confirm a direct credit or banked cash deposit has been made).
2011 Nats Entry Fee Direct Credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 - 02 include your NZ race number as reference.
2011 NZMPBA Subs Direct Credit to BNZ 02 0600 0007986 - 00 include your NZ race number as reference.
Signed as acceptance of all terms and conditions_______________________________
Any questions please contact:
Bob Gutsell – President Ph: (07) 853 9886 Mob: 021 750562 or bob_Gutsell@yahoo.com
Andrew O’Neill – Secretary Ph: (09) 533 7950 Mob: 0277 759 337 or nzmpba@hotmail.com
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ASP Marine Engines Are Back!
ASP 21MX $136.48
ASP 46M $157.78
ASP 61M $185.41
ASP 91M $217.98

Aluminium Exhaust Manifolds for Side Exhaust Glow Engines
*30 Size Headers, Tight, Medium & Wide
Bends, Bolt Spacing 35mm
*40 Size Headers, Tight, Medium & Wide
Bends, Bolt Spacing 37mm (FITS ASP 46)
*60 Size Headers, Tight, Medium & Wide
Bends, Bold Spacing 42mm (FITS ASP 61
&ASP 91)

NITROMETHANE, Special Prices Wile Stock Lasts
1 Litre of Nitromethane $24.15
4 Litres of Nitromethane $87.40
10 Litres of Nitromethane $201.25
20 Litres of Nitromethane $385.25
Prices include New Containers
We Ship Dangerous Goods NZ Wide with PBT Couriers

www.foamworks.co.nz
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